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Convertible bonds combine the fixed income features of bonds, with the capital
appreciation potential of stocks. The Miller Convertible Bond Fund may offer investors a
measure of downside preservation compared with stocks and additional upside
participation compared with traditional bonds. The goal of the fund is to deploy an absolute
return seeking strategy and to outperform both stocks and bonds over complete market
cycles.

Portfolio Managers:
Greg Miller CPA, CEO
Michael D. Miller, CIO
Darlene Murphy CPA, CFP®, President
The Fund draws on over 25 years of
convertible bond experience of the Fund’s
investment advisor, Wellesley Asset
Management,
Inc.
which
has
approximately
$2.5
Billion
under
management as of 6/30/2017.
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MCFAX.lw
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A blend of debt and equity
Convertible bonds blend the
characteristics of both bond and stock
investments. Convertibles seek to
provide equity like returns due to the
equity component with potentially less
volatility due to the bond-like features.

C-shares
I-shares
MCFCX
MCIFX
The growth of $10,000 shown assumes an
investment on December 27, 2007, is
plotted monthly, reflects the performance
of the A share class load waived, includes
changes in share price and reinvestment of
dividends and capital gains and does not
include the effects of sales charges. If sales
charges were included, performance would
have been lower.

Long-term diversification
potential

Convertibles as part of a multi-asset
class portfolio

Convertible bonds may be a
good option for investors
whose goal is to diversify
their portfolio.

Convertibles have provided attractive
returns compared to common stocks
and bonds. Convertible bonds generally
tend to increase in value when interest
rates are rising.

Outperformance vs. Bonds During Rising Rate Environments
(Periods where the 10-Year Treasury bond yield rose more than 100 bps over full month period)
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The performance data quoted here
represents past performance. Current
performance may be lower or higher than
the performance data quoted above. Past
performance is no guarantee of future
results. The investment return and principal
value of an investment will fluctuate so that
investor's shares, when redeemed, may be
worth more or less than their original cost.
Total operating expense for the class A
shares is 1.49%.
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Please review the Fund’s prospectus for
more information regarding the Fund’s fees
and expenses including other share classes.
For performance information current to the
most recent month-end, please call toll-free
877-441-4434.
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Effective July 1, 2016 Wellesley Investment Advisors, Inc. changed names to Wellesley Asset Management, Inc.
The S&P 500 Total Return Index, a registered trademark of McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., is a market capitalization-weighted index of 500 widely held common stocks. The Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond index is a market capitalization-weighted index often used to represent investment grade bonds being traded in United States. TRW is the Thomson Reuters Wellesley Absolute
Convertible Bond index (“TRW”). The Index is a joint venture between Thomson Reuters and Wellesley Asset Management that was created in January 2013. Index performance for the period
2008 to the creation date is calculated based on a model portfolio maintained by Wellesley Asset Management. TRW is intended to represent a strategy with the goals of absolute returns and
outperforming both equities and fixed income over complete market cycles deploying convertible bonds. Wellesley Asset Management has discretion over the selection of index constituents and
their weighting in the index. Indexes do not include management fees, transaction costs or other expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index. Sources: Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters.
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About Convertible Bonds
Convertible bonds can be an excellent investment for absolute return long-term investors, through both
Convertibles can offer equity market exposure while maintaining the conservative
characteristics of bonds.

Miller Convertible Bond Fund,bullA& bear markets.

Convertible bonds may outperform equities and bonds over complete market cycles. Our goal is to utilize
convertible bonds to accomplish this with less volatility than a typical stock portfolio.

Number of Holdings4:

91

Fund Objectives
The Fund’s primary investment objective is to
maximize total return comprising current
income and capital appreciation, consistent
with preservation of capital. The Fund also
seeks to realize a total return that outperforms
both the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate
Bond index and the S&P 500 Total Return Index
over full market cycles. There is no assurance
the Fund will achieve its investment objectives.
Investment Strategy
• Diversifies across market sectors and credit
quality, favoring small and mid-sized
companies with higher quality balance
sheets
• Utilizes a highly disciplined strategy which
seeks to enhance investment returns while
managing risk

Performance Summary
Average Annual Returns (%)
MCFAX
One year
Performance
Three year Summary
Five year
3
Average
Annual Returns
(%)
5 year standard
deviation
5 year beta3
5 year sharpe ratio3
Average Weighted Price of the Fund5
Average Effective Maturity of the Fund5
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MCFAX: Growth of $10,000
Since Inception: 12/27/07 to 6/30/17 = $17,638.96
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Investor Profile
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The Fund may be suitable for long-term
investors who seek:

10,000

• Current income as well as capital growth
potential
• An investment which provides the growth
potential of equities along with the income
and limited downside potential typical of
fixed income securities
• A portfolio that invests primarily in
convertible bonds issued by US companies

Breakdown by Sector4
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Beta (cash adjusted) is a measure of relative risk and the slope of regression. Standard Deviation measures a fund’s range of total returns and identifies the spread of a
fund’s short-term fluctuations. Sharpe Ratio measures reward per unit of risk. Beta is vs. the Morningstar Moderate Target Risk Index. (Source: Morningstar)
4. As of 6-30-17 Top 10 Holdings are calculated as a percentage of portfolio assets. The tables exclude cash & equivalents and non-investment assets of the Fund. Holdings
are subject to change and are not buy/sell recommendations. Synthetic convertible bonds are issued by a financial institution and are convertible into shares of another
company; these are classified according to the company they are convertible into rather than the issuer.
5. Average Weighted Price: weighting the maturity of each security in the portfolio by the market value of the security, then averaging these weighted figures. Average
Fund Objective
Effective Maturity: an average of all the maturities of the bonds in a portfolio, computed by weighting each bond’s effective maturity by the market value of the security.
The Fund’s
investment
maximize
Effective
Maturity:objective
a measureisoftothe
anticipated date of complete payment of a bond's principal that incorporates the effects of optional maturity dates for bonds with put
total return
while keeping
volatility low and
or prepayment
features.
3.

preserving principal.
About Risk
Investments
in convertible securities subject the Fund to the risks associated with both fixed-income securities, including credit risk and interest risk, and
Investment
Strategy
A portion
of theand
Fund’s
convertible securities may be rated below investment grade. Exchangeable and synthetic convertible securities
• common
Diversifiesstocks.
across market
sectors
credit
may
be favoring
more volatile
less liquid than traditional convertible securities. In general, stock and other equity security values fluctuate, and sometimes
quality,
small and mid-sized
widely
fluctuate,
in response
activities specific to the company as well as general market, economic and political conditions. Lower rated fixed-income
companies
with higher
qualitytobalance
securities
are subject to greater risk of loss of income and principal than higher-rated securities. The prices of lower rated bonds are likely to be more
sheets
adverse
economic
changes
or individual corporate developments. All fixed-income securities are subject to two types of risk: credit risk and
• sensitive
Utilizes a to
highly
disciplined
strategy
which
interest
risk. investment
When the general
seeks to rate
enhance
returnslevel
whileof interest rates goes up, the prices of most fixed-income securities go down. When the general level of interest
rates
goes risk
down, the prices of most fixed income securities go up.
managing
Investor
Profile
Investors
should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Miller Convertible Funds. This and other important
The
fund may be
suitable
for long-term
information
about
the Fund
is contained in the prospectus, which can be obtained by calling 781-416-4000. The prospectus should be read carefully before
investors
whoThe
seek:
investing.
Miller Convertible Funds are distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Wellesley Asset Management, Inc. and
Lights as
Distributors,
LLC growth
are not affiliated entities.
• Northern
Current income
well as capital
potential
NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE VALUE
• An investment which provides the growth
potential of equities along with the income

| NO BANK GUARANTEE
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